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Abstract. This paper presents preliminary results from a narrativeethnographic field study of a small mobile software development company. Initial ethnographic findings are presented, and further narrative
analysis is proposed in the areas of stories relating to programmer stereotyping, war stories, and humour. It is expected that the study will form
the first case-study for a broader comparative investigation into how stories are used and told across software development methodologies.

1

Introduction: Communication Issues in Software
Development

This paper presents preliminary discussion, and plans for future study, arising
from a narrative-ethnographic field study of a small mobile software development
company. It presents the initial ethnographic data, focussing on observed communication. Further analysis planned from the perspective of narrative research
is then outlined.
The work discussed in this paper reflects the context of increasing recognition
of the importance of research into the nature of programmer dialogue and interaction within software development practice. This is particularly demonstrated
by increased interest and research into communication and interaction in Agile
Development Methodologies and associated techniques [5][35].
Software development is a team process. To produce non-negligible software
programmers must collaborate and communicate. Arguably one of the major
problems faced by any software development endeavour is sociological in nature,
as distinct from technological [8]. In one sense “. . . the programmer working
alone is working under a serious handicap” ([42] p. 46). For example, in the
case of Agile Systems Development [45][6] there is a recognition that the “most
efficient and effective method of conveying information to and within a development team is face-to-face conversation” although working software continues
to be the primary measure of progress. This view of programming as a social
process necessitating communication is a value statement agreed by all agile
software methodologies and can be contrasted with traditional views of software
development as a formal engineering process. This shift has been described as
the breakdown of the modernist narrative of software engineering [33].
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2

Motivation and Method: Narrative Research and
Ethnography

Narrative Analysis [30][15] is a qualitative research technique which focuses on
the ubiquitous ways in which people make and use stories to interpret the world.
This is achieved through the analysis of narratives as chronologically-told discourse elements. Narratives are considered to be social products within specific
contexts, and an interpretive device through which people communicate knowledge and define their own identity. It is arguable that the technique is particularly
useful for sensitising a researcher to ethical and cultural ambiguities. Any narrative investigation is fundamentally aware that “stories are not produced in a
vacuum, but their telling is always situated within an interactional and sequential context” ([14] p. 131) and they “are situated, and it is this very situatedness
within social life that militates against conceiving of them in transcendent terms”
([9] p. 106).
The approach is starting to find popularity outside of social science [30][16]
and organizational studies [7][4], and is beginning to be used by the information systems community, especially for investigating tacit knowledge transfer
and learning [17]. A strong case for narrative research in collaborative systems
research is made by Pentland [27]. Tan and Hunter have used a narrative approach to look at career progression in information systems professionals [39].
Alvarez and Urla [1] have applied narrative research in the context of knowledge
elicitation interviews. Narrative semiotic techniques have been used to investigate use case analysis [19]. An overview of some different approaches to narrative
research in information systems development is broadly given by Wagner [41].
There is increasing recognition that the most basic and prevalent form of narrative actually arises as the product of ordinary conversation [23][11][25]. This
type of story is labeled as a “small story” [12]. One example of what constitutes
a small story is the case of troubleshooting stories, such as those studied by
Julian Orr [26] as part of his ethnographic study into photocopier repair technicians. He states that such stories become “artefacts to circulate and preserve.
Through them, experience becomes reproducible and reusable” and they are
“told in pursuit of more purely social functions than diagnosis. They preserve
and circulate hard-won information and are used to make claims of seniority
within the community. They also amuse, instruct and celebrate the tellers’ identity as technicians” ([26] p. 126).
This type of narrative research combines well with observational and ethnographic methods of data collection, especially when considering “small stories.”
Ethnographic research [44][40] encourages researchers to immerse themselves
into the culture which they are studying over a period of time. This style of
research has proved an increasingly popular approach for considering software
development in information systems [38] as well as computer-mediated communication [22]. Most notably an ethnographic approach has recently been taken
by Robinson and Sharp [32] for exploring culture in mature XP teams.
The two approaches detailed in this section were combined in order to investigate a small software development company. The approach, although ethno-
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graphically similar to the work of Robinson and Sharp, does not attempt to
take an objective approach to the data and analysis is focussed on small story
and narrative elements. Presented in the next two sections is the preliminary
ethnographic data and analysis.

3

Narrative Ethnographic Study

The discussion in this paper draws on research from an exploratory field study
which has been recently been conducted with a small mobile software development company, specialising in design and technology for the mobile internet.
The research incorporates narrative interviews supported by observational data.
The original intention of the study was to observe what and whether stories were
told by developers, and what that means in relation to their working environment and the production of software. Although the selection of the company was
opportunistic it directly leads into further study in the area. This is discussed
further in Section 6.2.
3.1

Field Study

The initial field study occurred over a two-week period and was carried out in
December 2005. The company had just celebrated its fifth birthday. The aim of
the initial field study was to observe staff meetings and the mobile software company at work. Semi-structured narrative-elicitation interviews were conducted as
a follow-up investigation with all staff members three months later. Extensive
field notes, recordings, collections of documents and photographs, and a diary
were generated. It should be noted that the research is not strictly ethnographic
in a traditional sense, as it does not involve full-immersion in the culture over
time (generally for months to years). However, it does directly use techniques
and approaches typical of the technique.
The company was based in a modern, shared open-plan loft space area which
was shared with two other small companies. The group appeared calm and capable when observed at work, with occasional banter, conversation and shared
humour. The company undertook interaction design, prototyping work and full
product development for clients, and specialised in mobile applications. All software was developed in-house and the only outsourced work was application testing (although this was managed in-house by hourly contractors). The company
used a relaxed form of Scrum [34] for development practice. Most of the employees were still in the early stages of their working career, but the group had a
strong bond between members and a clearly stated belief in Human-Computer
Interaction values and designing for usability.
The period observed was one where one member of staff left and another
joined. The company was observed at work, and five meetings in total were
directly studied; two weekly management meetings, two weekly group meetings
involving all members of permanent staff and a project meeting.At the start of
the study there were nine members of staff (including the company director).
This reduced to eight by the time of the follow-up interviews.
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3.2

Narrative Interviews and Professional Career

Three months after the initial field study semi-structured narrative-elicitation
interviews were conducted. These were carried out over a period of twelve days.
All staff members, at this time eight in total, were interviewed. Their interviews
lasted between 40 minutes and 1 hour 20 minutes. Only one question was directly asked about events important to them in terms of ‘professional career’.
Further information, elaboration of points and specific narratives relating to interest points from the observation phase, were then elicited by the interviewer.
Subsequent questions asked only used words taken directly from the interviewees’ responses, and generally in the same chronological order, in order to elicit
further stories about their career in software development and to investigate
further themes.
It was expected that these interviews would naturally support observations
made during the initial field study. This was because the interviewees were free
to talk about whatever was a concern to them, or interesting to them throughout
their professional career, and therefore any repetition of themes previously observed in the field study occurred naturally. Responses ranged from detailed
discussions of their current employment experiences through to progressions
from ‘first computer’, or first part-time job, leading to their current employment within the mobile software industry. In many cases, the move to mobile
computing was detailed as a positive move as part of the working life related
journey; away from an unstable background in web-development, as an early job
out of academia, or away from the strains of commuting. Interpersonal concerns,
working issues (including uncertain, still-merging working practices), as well as
personal employment histories, were also narrated.

4

Initial Findings and Storied Themes

This section broadly presents some initial observations of themes from the ethnographic data, as well as preliminary narrative analysis from both the field study
and the narrative interviews. The majority of data is taken from the observations of the company and the group meetings, as well as the narrative interview
of the new staff member.
4.1

Shared Space and “Magical Tables”

The office space was located at the entrance of the top floor of a large converted
warehouse. The space was light, airy and very open plan. It was shared with two
graphical design companies. There was a small kitchen area near the entrance
and a group meeting area at the other end, which was shared by all.
Due to company growth, the majority of team members now worked on one
long desk. An island desk was nearby on which the company director and the
client services director were seated (See Figure 1). Group communication was
mostly face to face - the layout of the office was conducive to this, although
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Fig. 1. ‘Last Supper’ Desk and Management desk view over to ‘Last Supper’ Desk

direct communication between the company director from his desk to other staff
was observed to often involve necessarily talking over staff members. This can
be seen from the photos of the office environment included in this paper.
The long desk layout with the director on the outside was recognised as not
ideal. Issues around mess were described in terms of ‘programmers’ being messy
and ‘designers’ liking things to look nice, and in relation to the lack of storage
space. As was requested in one meeting: “Can you try and keep your desks tidier
pleeease? They do get rather messy. Jungle-like.”
Stories were told in interviews about the ‘magical desks’ which were planned
to save the company from the problems currently being caused by the ‘last
supper’ table, and which were being planned to optimise group communication.
As one person states “That’s quite interesting . . . in the fact that everybody
thinks these new tables will magically resolve a number of issues. They will be
the magical tables. I’m not so sure.” He continues “I think it would help when
you are working on a project.” “I don’t think it will help with ‘messy’ issues”
but “it will make things nicer I think.”
Team interaction was specifically noted in the second week, when it became
clear that the new team member was only slowly adjusting to the open plan office.
The relaxed style of meeting and open space appeared to make boundaries hard
to distinguish. On his third day on the job he walked up to the management
meeting with a pad and pen and made to join them. He then had to be informed
of his mistake. The open plan design also meant that when brief meetings were
conducted outside of the designated meeting space it was often hard to tell when
such meetings were being formally conducted. This also wasn’t helped by the
informal, joking, working environment.
Issues around noise were mainly due to the fact that one of the other companies sharing the space worked with a radio on at all times. This meant that
everyone was listening to Radio 2 at all times. It entered conversations regularly; both in meetings and during the average work day where people would
start singing along or discussing a particular singer. This was anecdotally referred to as a problem which was caused by a difference between programmers
and designers; It was indicated that ‘designers like noise’ and ‘programmers like
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quiet.’ In this instance ‘designers’ referred to graphical designers and such statements were never discussed in relation to team members who had responsibilities
for design aspects as well as pure programming.
4.2

Group Membership

The team was observed on initial visits to be comfortable and relaxed while
working with each other. This is informed by the observations of shared humour,
bonding through food, and shared technology which are presented in this section.
Meeting styles were very relaxed, and humour played a central role.
Group Technology The company used two main collaborative tools; a web
based debugging tool to keep track of operations, projects and tasks, and a
company wiki to keep important detailed summaries and for staff members to
establish their own personal space within the company. The former was extensively used in meetings and the latter was only occasionally referred to. This was
partly because it was still under development, but there were hopes it would continue to grow to become an important resource for the group so they could use
it to integrate people into the company, as a personal space, as an area for standard policies and documents, for details of personal projects and for marking
the closure of projects in terms of lessons learned.
The company was trying to establish techniques for introducing new team
members to working processes etc. It was hoped that this will be achieved
through further developing the wiki as a primary induction tool, although it
was not yet directly used for this purpose due to the small size of the team.
Induction processes were still unfixed and unclear.
“We Love Food” The researcher was told by several members of the team
that it was strongly bonded by its love of food, and that that was a common
topic of conversation. This was encouraged both through the use of a dedicated
‘food’ section of the wiki and through a weekly group lunch. The dedicated ‘Food
Page’ on the company wiki states:
Breakfast
1. l33t breakfast casserole
Lunch
1. Cheese
2. Cheesy Eggy Hammy

[. . . ]
Dinner
1. Cheese
2. Cheese
3. Cheese

Few references to food were actually observed in interaction, although discussions
were made in a team meeting of the unknown spirit which had been brought back
from the Czech Republic for the group by a staff member and a set of interesting
discussions were also observed while the company was at work, around using
dishwashers to cook food. It was apparent that agreement on such matters was
not always perfect:
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CD: So should we try to grab something to eat first?
DESD1: It’s bad enough trying to find a place to go for lunch.

Group Humour and Stories for Design The group were also bonded through
shared conversational jokes. A prime illustration is this conversation which occurred during a full-group meeting. In this example the group are discussing
bad advert design in relation to a website design previously produced by another company:
DEV2: Is it going to be as bad as the advert on . . . ?
CD: Hopefully worse. I think they seem to be sticking with the cock theme.
DEV2: Yeah. [Group Laughter]
CD: [to researcher] Oh, We’ll have to show you.
DEV4: It’s not there anymore, it’s gone. I looked, I tried to show my friend.
CD: I think they’re moving it onto the front page of the site now. They liked
it so much.
DEV2: One of my personal design philosophies is to always have a cock on the
front page of a site.
CD: Yeah. Whenever I’m looking at design I’m thinking ‘but where’s the cock?’

Staff members were observed as seeming free to voice personal opinion and this
relaxed and natural meeting style was also exemplified in later discussions about
naming a project product, where one person was accused of just trying to sneak
in obscenities under the guise of naming a mobile technology application. This
relaxed style appeared to actively encourage open discussion and can be considered indicative of comfort and a lack of perceived stress within the group.
One project was specifically picked up for discussion in relation to developing
iconic interfaces for mobiles. A story was told about a sign in Prague:
DEV2: I saw a really great sign in Prague. Large blue square with a white
outline. So. Y’know. Information that it had. It had a house. And a car. Adult
and a child and a football. And it told me absolutely nothing about anything
at all.

This led to further discussion about what use of icons is made in airports, why
they are effective whereas the example is not, and how it can be considered in
relation to design for usability of mobile applications.
4.3

Narrating a Stereotype

This section briefly outlines how, for the new staff member, a culturally dominant
narrative can, and is, used to counter and explain problems which are faced
within the workplace.
During the observation of the first group meeting, during the initial field
study, the company director announced that a new staff member would be joining
the group in four days time, and that he would have an awful lot to learn in a
very short space of time: He states “Two nightmare-ish days.”
From the new employees’ narrative interview, conducted three months after
he joined, these first two days were described as leaving him “having to develop
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a project” using technology and techniques with which he was unfamiliar and
adjusting to the “large changes.” He says: “I didn’t know what I was getting
myself into with the job and I started erm gave my notice in and started the day
after I finished.” He further states “I was confident that I could do it and I was
kind of wrong.”
In relation to the two day handover he adds: “two days is ridiculous, you can’t,
you can’t absorb that kind of information from someone, the kind of information
that is not written down. Erm you might not know, but it’s assumed. There’s
no way you should be able to do that.”
In this situation the narrator was introducing himself into a group which was
already closely socially knit, and into an environment which to him was “very
stressful, very full on, lots of things to do that you’ve only got a short time to
do so. Th-they want not only do they want quality but they want quantity and
they want it done in a very erm short space of time.”
He refers to his technical ability; he describes himself as the “best programmer” despite recognising some of his co-workers may be “a lot brighter than I
am” and “are all very socially inte-intelligent.” However this is stressful as he
finds himself in a position where he says he wants to “beat them.” This works
against the reality discussed in the introduction where collaboration generally
works better when one team member is not trying to “beat” the other members
of the team. The lack of sensitivity to unspoken messages combined with the
concepts of intellectual or technical superiority can be potentially detrimental
to any team project [21].
Detailed analysis supports an interpretation that he is transmitting information consistent with the computer programmer stereotype [18]. This stereotype
can be summarised as a person who is interested in technology, has strong technical skills, and who, in a stronger sense, may also be low in social skills. It can
also be interpreted as a derogatory term.
He talks about how he “wrote a giant”, a proof of his intelligence and technical capability as a problem solver under pressure: “I’ve got to make this deadline
so I wrote this amazing task scheduler to the system.” It was “amazing,” “very,
very, very clever” and a “giant.” However, it initially failed as a project as he
“thought [the client] understood the concepts” but he found out that “they
didn’t.” Here the failure of initial implementation is framed in terms of failed
communication and lack of understanding on the side of those he was collaborating with: “I thought they understood from all the conversations I’d had.” The use
of this phrase is particularly telling where the sense of one-way communication
is highlighted by the speaker.
In the personal history given in the interview, speech and communication
is a recurring problem. It gets “people’s backs up” and leads to people losing
their jobs and the company going “down the hole.” “Career manipulation” was
thus defined as not-communicating, a belief which has led to problems in the
new place of employment where his co-workers are all “socially intelligent” and
a place where he has been told “when I learn communication I’ll be worth my
weight in gold.”
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Such a description of self as a stereotype can be seen as serving to explain
a failure in team cooperation. It may be interpreted in relation to Goffman’s
investigations of protection of self and the use of strategies which “give the
mark an out; in case of failure he can act as if the self that has failed is not one
that is important to him” [13]. The stereotype can be a good programmer even
without communication skills, and can be part of the set of people who make
“giant” and “grand schemes” without being a member of the current team. It
is against this failure to bond, this realisation that he might have pushed his
quietness a “bit too far” in his current employment that his entire story could
be viewed to be situated. He is defended against never becoming “worth [his]
weight in gold” and is appeased by the knowledge that the failure in terms of
this project “wasn’t because of [the] code [which was] kind of good.”
It may be just a fictive construction that “bears no real reference to actual
lives” ([29] p.314), but the interpretation of the text as given here is part of an
ethnographic narrative attempt to, according to Geertz, “‘figure out what the
devil they think they are up to.’ ([10] p.58)” [24].
4.4

Changing and Growing

During the second week of observation, the group meeting introduced several
new formalisations and structures to the way people work; including holiday
booking, admin standardisation (“We are sort of reinventing the wheel a lot on
these things both visually and in terms of functions” “So everything we do can be
done quicker and more consistently”), out-of-hours support structure, personal
projects and greater clarity in the way projects are started up and completed.
The lack of company documentation was a concern of more than one employee, especially in terms of lack of end of project documentation. There was
also concern to ensure that the end of projects should be properly marked and
celebrated for company morale. These issues are also strongly reflected in the
narrative interviews. As one person states “I just think we can just make things
much more efficient.” He goes on to say that documentation is not always easy
to maintain in a wiki as “It’s all too easy to put things in unstructured.”
The introduction of the concept of a support team to deal with server issues
etc. out of the office was interestingly negotiated. The discussions about having
company calls diverted to personal handsets led to a story about how best to
professionally answer the support phone - a concern when acting in an official
role outside of the office. This again was discussed in terms of conversational
humour within the company:
DESD1: Erm. I’ll have to get out of the habit of picking up my phone and
. . . like this morning I thought it was my brother so I answered it in a very
particular way. Which wasn’t particularly good.
CD: In a ‘particular way’ ?
DESD1: Yes.
DEV2: Which particular way would that be?
DESD1: Morning Dick. [Embarrassed laughter]
CD: Who was it?
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DESD1: It was ’s boss.
CD: We need to work through that.

The introduction of personal ‘gold card’ projects (also seen in the ethnographic
study in [31]) were also made in the same meeting. This would allow team
members to work on their own projects for a portion of the working week if they
were of potentially also value to the company. This had clearly been previously
discussed by the group but not yet conveyed to the new staff member - so the idea
was introduced in relation to the same concept being used at Google. Proposals
for personal projects were introduced and discussed. People closely tied their
personal projects to the interests of the company - apart from the new staff
member who was instead interested in mimicking code. On later observation he
had changed his chosen project and it was closer to the interests of the group.
A particular concern for several members of the company appeared to be a
fear of growth. Mention was made that there were hopes that the company would
settle at this size for a while longer (“Hopefully we’ll just stabilise”). There was
a strong sense that people generally enjoyed their work within the company and
were proud of their work. This was also supported by the interview data, where
the career move to the company was consistently presented as a positive one.

5

Continued Analysis

Further analysis of data needs to be conducted on the narrative aspect of this
study, emerging and building from the ethnographic data collected as presented
above. The three main types of narrative in the data to be considered will be
briefly discussed next.
5.1

Stereotyping for Programmer Interaction

As discussed in Section 4.3, one feature observed in initial analysis was that a
new team member was finding it difficult to adjust to the working environment.
The narration works in opposition to the shift in view of agile systems developers
as capable communicators. A programmer who lacks social skills “appears to be
much less competent in the eyes of agile methods problem solvers, however.
The problem solver isn’t as sensitive to the unspoken messages other group
members send” ([37] p.119). In this way, programmers with low social skills may
potentially be marginalised by agile practice. This aspect shall be developed
further, as it provides an interesting perspective on the agile approach, where
communication skills are just as vital as technical ability.
Emerging from the ethnographic data there were repeated stories told about
programmers as opposed to graphical designers, as detailed in section 4.1. Alongside this sits the programmer stereotyping and counter-narratives [2] told around
programmer socialisation as above. Further narrative analysis will be conducted
into the stories gathered through the study into programmer stereotyping and
role archetypes. This may provide insight into how roles are perceived and negotiated within the group, and affected by the shift in view of what constitutes
a capable programmer.
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5.2

Programmer Humour

As has been discussed throughout the paper humorous stories seemed central to
working life in the company and were frequently used to prompt conversational
discussion around programming issues. Humour in interaction (see [23]) can
be seen to facilitate common understanding and introduce topics for serious
discussion; such as the stories of failed street signs and inappropriately answered
phone calls. It is also useful for a sense of social cohesion, such as the shared
joke about poor web design given previously.
However, although such small stories [12] serve an important interactional
purpose, humour can also be misleading:
CD: We’re having a meeting.
DEV5: Are you?
CD: Might be.

Although the comment is made in a joking fashion it is hard to be sure whether
it is also true (which it turned out it was). This was again responded to in
bewilderment by the new staff member. He states in his interview: “They’re all
really really really nice though. I’m still finding it a little hard to get on with
them, a little bit. [ . . . ] I mean they seem to have a certain entire weird humour
that I just don’t get.”
These humorous stories-in-interaction are being analysed in greater depth
using schemes developed by Neil Norrick [23] to further consider how they are
used in this context, and to investigate whether they provide insight into the
development process.
5.3

War Stories and Metaphor

The previous two sections proposed for analysis directly arose from the ethnographic data. A third area for further analysis into the data instead arises from
the literature.
According to Julian Orr [26], as part of his ethnographic study discussed earlier, war stories can “originate in problematic situations and are told or retold in
diagnosis when the activity they represent becomes problematic again. . . ” ([26]
p.126). Further analysis shall thus be made into programmer language [43] for
team coordination [28] in the data, specifically in relation war stories and related
metaphors within the data collected. It is expected that such stories can be informative about programmer storytelling, taboos and myths [20] about problem
cases and possibly provide insight into how such stories are used. Pentland notes
that “These are not the grand meta-narratives of progress and modernity; these
are the little narratives of “making a good decision” or “designing a good product” What counts as good in these stories emerges from the participants point
of view, as do their views of the tools required to enact these stories” ([27] p.7).
It is expected that further analysis into this aspect may reveal whether, and
if so how, small stories are used as a knowledge artefact in this context.
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6
6.1

Discussion
Limitations and Value

The research presented here is still under analysis so only preliminary observational findings, are presented in this paper. However, there are also general
limitations to the approach in general that should also be considered.
As previously stated, narratives cannot be considered in a vacuum and must
be considered in relation to the wider situational context and to the interactionin-context in which they are told. Any account needs to consider this setting,
and thus lends itself well to an ethnographic approach. However, in the same
way it is limited. The researcher in a narrative-ethnographic approach cannot be
considered an unbiased objective observer. Not only does their background and
history affect the way they view data but, in a simple sense any ethnographic
study features the researcher by their very presence. This can be nicely exemplified by a staff member’s joke about hitting a customer with a rubber pipe.
It was immediately followed by a smiling comment from the company director
saying “remember this is all going down on tape forever.”
In addition this leads to the realisation that the study presented is a single
study in context, and not an attempt to create generalisable results of findings.
This has been neatly discussed in terms of a ‘so what factor’ [35][36]: “Understanding the reality of practice can, among other things, allow us to prepare
newcomers to the field [ . . . ]; help us to sustain the community and to encourage
other communities to flourish; and provide information so that we can recognise
what works and what doesn’t work” ([35] p.372). The next section attempts to
present a future direction for this research and outline how it may still be of
value.
6.2

Continuation - Across Methodologies

The company observed was one where members seemed confident, capable, proud
of work produced, and strongly bonded through humour and shared stories. The
team discussed in this paper are non-dedicated users of Agile Methods, using
the agile methodology Scrum [34], and this was borne out by observations.
However they also bear a strong cultural resemblance to dedicated practitioners of the agile methodology XP [3] (although organisational culture “and
its interaction with XP practice is complex and not amenable to straightforward
categorisation”([32])). The research above is of a company which values communication, simplicity, feedback and courage (the four original values of XP [3]);
and where individuals (with the possible exception of the new team member)
and the team demonstrate respect, responsibility, faith in themselves and the
team as well as a concern for preservation and optimisation of the quality of
working life [31].
As briefly stated earlier the company selected was opportunistic, however it
provides a good ground for further studies into this area. It is expected that
the foundation study which has been conducted here, and the narrative study
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proposed, will lead to a broader study into the use of stories across a range
of software methodologies. The data will potentially form a contrast across the
spectrum between ‘strict-use’ or dedicated agile development practitioners and
more traditional (e.g. waterfall) software development approaches, although each
case study will stand alone.
It may thus prove interesting to investigate from a comparative sample
whether the nature of the stories told varies across methodologies and if so,
what this can tell us: What role do stories play? How are social and small stories
used in each case? Are they used differently? Are the stories told qualitatively
different? Are they encouraged or affected by the processes used? If so, can we
learn anything from such differences? Are there implications which emerge?
This approach, although broad at this stage, has clear exploratory potential.

7

Conclusions

This paper has presented and summarised preliminary data from an exploratory
narrative-ethnographic field study, presented areas for further narrative analysis,
and discussed plans for future development.
The research presented here is broadly concerned with the social aspects of
programmer collaboration in systems development, specifically as demonstrable
in shared workplace and project-related stories. It is proposed that programmer
stories can be explored in greater depth using a narrative research qualitative
approach, in order to explore issues around communication, collaboration and
culture in software development and investigate how stories are used in practice.
As stated in the previous section, it is expected that this research will support
and deepen current research into programmer communication, especially in the
context of increasing interest in the value of programmer stories. This work will
lead to a broader investigation into how stories are used and told across software
development methodologies.
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